THE MAZDA KURO EDITION VEHICLES

B O R N T O S TA N D O U T
At Mazda, we pride ourselves on using creativity to push the
conventions of engineering and design. And our new Kuro
Edition models are at the fore of those efforts.
Meticulously crafted to enrich the driving experience, the
powerful and refined Kuro Edition MazdaḆ, CX-5, and CX-9
allow drivers to truly express their individuality, all while
delivering Hashiru Yorokobi (the joy of driving) – what we
consider to the be the highest honour.
Their entire aesthetic has been reconsidered. That’s why they
come in a sophisticated new colour scheme. Exteriors available
in Polymetal Grey Metallic and Jet Black Mica sit beautifully
on exclusive black metallic-finish aluminum alloy wheels.
Inside, find striking Garnet Red leather-trimmed upholstery,
complimented by distinctive black accents throughout. To us,
this bold and expressive design is the ultimate way of giving
our drivers the most elegant experience possible.

THE KURO EDITION MAZDAḆ
Bold in its intention, the MazdaḆ Kuro Edition is a captivating expression of our Kodo design
language. Its sophisticated Polymetal Grey and Jet Black Mica exterior paint options reveal new
dimensions to the sculpted exterior. Its 19-inch alloy wheels and side mirrors are finished in
black to provide a refined accent. Inside, the cabin’s seats are trimmed in Garnet Red leather,
and make a purposeful statement. A revelatory experience, inspiring you to embrace what’s next.

The 2021 Kuro Edition MazdaḆ is equipped with these distinguished features:
Available in Polymetal Grey Metallic or Jet Black Mica exterior colours
Skyactiv-G 2.5 T with Dynamic Pressure Turbo
4-cylinder/in-line engine
Paddle shifters
19" black metallic alloy wheels
Garnet Red leather-trimmed upholstery
Unique Kodo centre stitching with grey contrasting thread
Middle dash and door pads with red stitching
Black-trimmed decorative dash panel
Black-trimmed front and rear door panels
Exterior mirrors in Jet Black Mica
Turbo badge on the trunk lid

T H E K U R O E D I T I O N M A Z D A C X- 5
Effortlessly sophisticated, the Kuro Edition Mazda CX-5 exudes confidence.
From its bold exterior design, to its black metallic alloy wheels, down to its
Garnet Red leather interior, it was crafted specifically to connect you with
the road, so you can feel Hashiru Yorokobi – the joy of driving.

The 2021 Kuro Edition Mazda CX-5 is equipped with these distinguished features:
Available in Polymetal Grey Metallic or Jet Black Mica exterior colours
19" black metallic alloy wheels
Exterior mirrors in Jet Black Mica
Garnet Red leather-trimmed upholstery
10-way power driver’s seat (includes power lumbar support)
6-way power front passenger’s seat
Memory driver’s seat (2 memory settings)
Red stitching on steering wheel
Black-trimmed decorative dash panel
Black-trimmed front and rear door panels
Front centre console armrest with red stitching
Front console knee pad inner trim with red stitching
Kuro Edition unique grille treatment
Signature wing grille surround with darkened finish

T H E K U R O E D I T I O N M A Z D A C X- 9
Getting behind the wheel of a Kuro Edition Mazda CX-9 can only be described in
one way: Jinba Ittai – the feeling of oneness between car and driver. It’s the symbiotic
relationship achieved when the bold design of the vehicle – from the gloss black grille
inserts to the turbocharged engine – meets the sophisticated style and confidence of
the driver. A relationship forged on one simple shared value: make every detail perfect.

The 2021 Kuro Edition Mazda CX-9 is equipped with these distinguished features:
Available in Polymetal Grey Metallic or Jet Black Mica exterior colours
20" black metallic alloy wheels
Gloss black grille inserts
Exterior mirrors in Jet Black Mica
Garnet Red leather-trimmed upholstery
Red stitching on steering wheel
Painted trim on centre console panel (veiled grey) with red stitching
Black metallic upper door panel trim
Black metallic dash strip trim
Side louvre bezel (black metallic)
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